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Introduction / Summary
From August to September 2017, InRoads Consulting, LLC inventoried 39.5 miles of roads in the
Sunlight Basin watershed on the Shoshone National Forest using the Geomorphic Roads
Analysis and Inventory Package (GRAIP; Contract Order # AG-8544-P-17-023). GRAIP is a fieldbased model that combines a road inventory with a powerful GIS modeling toolset to predict
fine sediment production and delivery, landslide and gully risk, and stream crossing failure risk.
Developed by the Forest Service Rocky Mountain Research Station and Utah State University,
GRAIP helps determine the overall road infrastructure condition and identify sources of
sediment delivery to streams. With this information, Shoshone National Forest staff can more
effectively prioritize watershed improvement projects.
GRAIP inventories in the Sunlight Basin identified several road sections that are chronically
delivering significant amounts of sediment into the stream system. Hydrologic connectivity was
relatively high in the project area with 10.96 miles (28%) of the roads observed to be connected
to the stream system (Table 1). The model predicted that a total of 1,104 Mg (1,217 tons) of
fine sediment is produced by the road system each year, and that 304 Mg (335 tons) is reaching
the stream system. GRAIP identified six roads that account for 88% of the sediment delivery.
Because of the large size of the watershed and relatively low road density, the overall delivery
rate per km is 2.99 Mg/km2/yr.
Forty-four stream crossings were recorded with, 11 identified as having an increased
vulnerability to stream diversion in 1 direction. Gullies formed from stream diversions along
roads and landslides into Sunlight Creek were both significant sources of sediment delivery. We
observed 6 road-related landslides in Sunlight Basin totaling 356 Mg of sediment delivery.
Road-caused gullies were observed on 12 occasions, totaling 592 Mg in volume. Finally, most
drain points were non-engineered and 67% of all drain points were found to be problematic.
Six roads account for 88% of the total sediment delivery. Many of these sediment sources are
localized and can be mitigated by fixing existing drainage structures or applying other road Best
Management Practices.
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Methods
Data Collection
We followed the most current GRAIP field data collection protocol to inventory roads (Black et
al. 2017). GIS data was collected using in UTM coordinates, we used the most current GRAIP
field data dictionary, and data was collected using a mobile Trimble Unit with licensed
TerraSync software. As instructed by the GRAIP protocol, a data point was collected at each
point where water left the road prism. We then determined if the drainage point was
connected to a stream and the evaluated the condition of the drainage feature. Detailed
information was collected at stream crossings to allow for risk assessment of blockage by
woody debris and sediment, as well as the potential for flow diversion. For the road, data was
collected as a line describing the locations of flowing water, flow path vegetation, surface type,
and the condition of the flow paths and road surface. Point data was also collected for each
gully and landslide, as well as for photos, gates, and other features.

Pre-Processing Data
We used the GRAIP office procedures protocol to pre-process the data and convert to ESRI
shapefiles (Cissel et al. 2012). The data collected in the field was first transferred to a desktop
computer using Pathfinder Office. Next, a differential correction was performed and the data
was exported into ESRI shapefiles. For pre-processing, the DEM was clipped to the correct
watershed, a new set of files was created with the GRAIP Preprocessor, the errors generated
during the creation of those files were corrected. Road lines were then manually edited to
match aerial imagery, remove GPS errors in the field, and remove excessive zigzag.

Running GRAIP Model
We worked with Nathan Nelson at the Rocky Mountain Research Station to run the GRAIP
model. GRAIP predicts the percent of road-stream connectivity, fine sediment production, and
fine sediment delivery into streams for each drain point and road segment. GRAIP also
calculates the accumulated road sediment load for each stream segment. GRAIP can also
predict the risk of gully and landslide initiation. We did not run these analyses because there
were not enough gullies or landslides documented to calibrate the threshold for gully initiation.
However, we did summarize the total number and cause of landslides and gullies observed as
well as the sediment contribution from each. Furthermore, we summarized the type of drain
point and associated problems.
For more information on how the GRAIP model works, below are excerpts from the office
protocol: Cissel et al. (2012):
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Field Location
The Sunlight Basin watershed is approximately 55 miles northwest of Cody, WY on the Shoshone
National Forest (Figure 1). Sunlight watershed is a glacier-carved basin with steep mountainous
terrain. The vegetation ranges from meadows and grasslands in the valley, to forested midslopes and alpine ridge tops. The roads also range from graveled high standard, to nonengineered low standard 2 roads. There is a legacy of mining and ranching in the watershed and
there are private mine inholdings in the headwaters and cattle ranches in the valley floor.
The Absaroka Range is of volcanic origin, and characterized by loosely consolidated, easily
disturbed, volcanic material. The Sunlight Basin is a glacier-carved basin with steep mountainous
terrain. Sunlight Basin is very active geomorphically, with dynamic stream channels. We
encountered active gullies and recent debris torrents throughout the basin. The winter of
2016/2017 was an above average snowpack year and high runoff. This resulted in massive,
recent debris torrents that we observed along Sulphur Creek, Gravel Bar Creek, and Upper
Sunlight Creek which overtook and washed out sections of forest roads. Additionally, many
smaller creeks had been recently diverted along roads causing significant surface erosion,
creating gullies, and damaging roads.

Figure 1. Sunlight Basin Watershed map including roads surveyed.
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GRAIP Prediction and Field Observation Results
In the next section we describe the GRAIP model predictions, summarize sediment delivered
from landslides and gullies, and highlight some possible mitigation strategies.

Road Surface Erosion Analysis
Hydrologic connectivity was relatively high in the project area with 10.96 miles (28%) of the
roads observed as being connected to the stream system (Table 1). From these connected
roads, GRAIP predicted that a total of 1,104 Mg (1,217 tons) of fine sediment is produced each
year, and that 304 Mg (335 tons) is reaching the stream system. However, because of the large
size of the watershed and relatively low road density, the overall delivery rate per km is 2.99
Mg/km2/yr including road surface erosion, landslides and gullies.

Table 1: Summary of GRAIP model risk predictions for the Sunlight Basin watershed.
Impact/Risk Type

GRAIP Prediction and Field Observations

Road-Stream Hydrologic
Connectivity

10.96 mi of connected road (28% of all roads)

Fine Sediment Production

1,104 Mg/yr

Fine Sediment Delivery

304 Mg/yr

Sediment in streams

2.99 Mg/km2/yr including all sediment delivery from
chronic and episodic event (gullies and landslides).

Stream Crossings Diversion Risk

44 Stream crossings observed. 11 fords found to have
diversion potential in 1 direction.

Landslides

6 road-related landslides observed. 356 Mg/yr of
sediment delivered to streams from road-related
landslides.

Gullies

12 observed road-related gullies, 592 Mg delivered to
streams.

Drain Point Problems

370 drain points with problems (67% of all drain
points).
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Road Surface Erosion Analysis – Summary of Six “Hot Spots”
There were six named roads that accounted for 293 tons/yr or 88% of the sediment delivered
to streams in the Sunlight Basin watershed (Table 2; Figure 2). In the next section we go into
detail on the specific areas and road-sediment issues encountered.

Figure 2. Map of road segments which are actively delivering sediment to a channel. Red boxes
are call outs for road segments that are delivering the most sediment to streams. Stream layer
was modeled from a DEM as part of the GRAIP process and may not represent what is actually
on the ground.
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Table 2: Sediment delivery values for 6 road segments that contributed the majority of
sediment to streams. These six road segments account for 88% of sediment delivery to streams.
Ranking

Road
Number

Sediment
Delivery to
Stream
(tons/yr)

Sediment
Delivery
to Stream
(Mg/yr)

% of Total
Annual
Sediment
delivery

108

Length of
Road
Delivering
Sediment to
Stream (mi)
2.17

94

85

28%

% of Length
of Road
Delivering
Sediment to
Stream
54%

1
2

127

2.46

52

47

16%

69%

3

101.3I

0.65

50

45

15%

29%

4

101

3.06

43

39

13%

18%

5

104.1E

0.50

33

30

10%

61%

6

182

0.96

22

20

7%

71%

9.81

293

266

88%

34%

Total
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1) Road 108
The Sulphur Creek road was found to chronically deliver the most sediment to streams in the
entire Sunlight Basin watershed. The lower section of Sulphur Creek was mostly dry during
survey (subs out), but several gullies / channels are captured and diverted along road numerous
times. At a couple locations, the road was completely washed out by creek at high flow/ debris
torrent. The upper section of road had numerous gullies crossing the road from avalanche
chutes. GRAIP modeling found that 54% of the road is connected to the stream system. “Hot
spots” included long sections of road that are delivering sediment at Sulphur and Falls Creeks
stream crossings. Installing and fixing water bars to disconnect large sections of roads should
help mitigate sediment delivery.

Figure 3: Upper section of Road 108. More than half of this road segment is stream-connected
with this road along contributing 28% of the overall sediment delivered to streams in the entire
Sunlight Basin watershed.

Figure 4. Two fords along the 108 road where significant amounts of sediment is being
delivered from sections of roads above the crossings.
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2) Road 127
Road 127 is a non-engineered road that goes up Trail Creek. Trail Creek was captured by the
road in the recent past. In the more distant past it appears as though other sections of the road
have captured the stream as well and has left the road entrenched 2 feet below the
surrounding area. Much of the lower section of the road drains to an irrigation ditch. GRAIP
modeling found that 69% of the road is connected to the stream system and that it is has the
second highest rate of sediment delivery to streams. There are lead-off ditches throughout the
road but they need to be cleaned. Installing a broad-based dip after the stream crossing may
prevent future diversions along the road.

Figure 5. Road 127 leading up Trail Creek. Much of the upper half of the road is steep and
gullied and the lower section was overtaken by Trail Creek.

Figure 6. Trail Creek has overtaken the road in the recent past, and 69% of the road is
connected to the streambed.
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3) Road 101.3I
The upper section of road 101.3I climbs steeply towards the Novelty mine and 101.3k
intersection. There were several recent stream diversions leading to gullies and a landslide into
Galena Creek. There were also a number of water bars that were overtopped and no longer
functioning. GRAIP modeled extensive erosion and sediment delivery in this relatively localized
area. Tuning up the water bars and installing broad-based dips after fords to prevent future
stream diversions would help mitigate problems.

Figure 7: Road 101.3I leading to Novelty Mine. a steep section that has captured a stream on
several occasions and caused several gullies into Galena Creek.

Figure 8: A gully resulting in a landslide into Galena Creek where the stream was diverted along
the road. The second photo is an example of a water bar draining water from a spring road.
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4) Road 101
Road 101 is the main road up Sunlight Basin. While GRAIP found only 18% of this road is
connected to streams, because of the length of the road it contributes the 4th most sediment of
any road in the watershed. Road 101 is graveled and in relatively good condition until you
reach the 108 road (Sulphur Creek). The beginning of the road was mostly outsloped with
berms, but originally was insloped with ditch construction. Road grading has outsloped the
road, created berms, and “orphaned” many of the culverts that once acted as drain points.
Cleaning blocked culverts and re-grading the main 101 road could help improve drainage issues.
An abandoned section of road is chronically and actively landsliding into creek. This is the
largest road-related landslide in the watershed and is discussed in the landslide section.
Additionally, there are two more relatively large landslides delivering sediment along the road.
There are also a number of small road segments that are stream connected along the length of
the road. Increasing drainage and additional BMPs could help mitigate the sediment loss.
Finally, a 150ft section of 101 was washed out and acting as a ford where the stream was rerouted. One possibility is that a large avalanche upstream dammed the creek and created a
debris torrent re-routing the stream (see Figure 11).

Figure 9: Map of upper 101 road.
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Figure 10: A stream-side section of road just before Lee City. Second photo is a ford in the
upper section of 101 where sediment is being delivered.

Figure 11: Aftermath of a large avalanche that temporally blocked Sunlight Creek. The debris
torrent may have re-routed the stream washing out 150ft section of Road 101.
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5) 104.1E
Although 104.1E is a relatively short non-engineered section of road, GRAIP estimates that 61
percent of the road is connected to the stream contributing 10% of sediment delivery in the
entire watershed. The road travels along an ephemeral channel, but has captured the stream
several times. The lower section of the road and most of private land end in two large gullies.

Figure 12: Road 104.1E travels along an ephemeral channel, and in the upper section has
captured the stream in several locations. The lower section of the road and most of the private
land end in two large gullies into Sunlight Creek.

Figure 13: Much 104.1E road drains into two large gullies on private property delivering
sediment into Sunlight Creek.
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6) Road 182
Road 182 runs between stream channels and stream has been diverted on and off the road
numerous times in past. There is a significant hazard for future diversions. GRAIP estimated
that 71% of the road is connected to the stream channel and there is significant sediment being
delivered to the stream. Perhaps installing water bars or broad-based dips could help prevent
the road from capturing the stream, but because of the location of the road, there will always
be a risk of stream diversion.

Figure 14: Road 182 runs between the stream channels of Gravelbar Creek and is prone to
capturing the creek.

Figure 15: Road 182 runs parallel to several stream channels and has been washed out and
captured Gravelbar Creek in the recent past.
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Sediment in Streams
GRAIP generates a stream network that is segmented at each channel confluence and each
road/stream intersection. GRAIP calculates the accumulated road sediment load for each
stream segment specific to the total area of land draining to it (Figure 16). Surface erosion
estimates were added to other sources of sediment (including landslides and gullies; see next
section) to attain a total specific accumulated sediment load for the watershed. At the mouth
of Sunlight Creek, the specific accumulated sediment load was 2.99 Mg/km2/yr.

Figure 16: Accumulated sediment load from road surface sediment in the Sunlight Basin
watershed.
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Landslides
At each landslide location, the type, location, and volume are recorded. It is noted if the
landslide reaches the stream channel. Delivered landslide masses are distributed over a 20-year
time span in order to compare their approximate magnitude with that of the road surface fine
sediment (a chronic sediment source). Twenty years is used because, in most places, that is
roughly the maximum age of a feature still easily observable in the field. In any given year, the
amount of sediment delivered to streams from landslides is likely to be higher or lower than the
rate we calculate. We used bulk density for road fill of 1.6 Mg/m3 to calculate mass (Madej
2001).
Natural and road-related landslides are a significant proportion of the sediment budget in
Sunlight Basin. We observed 11 natural and road-related landslides in Sunlight Basin totaling
314 Mg and 356 Mg respectively (Table 11). The landslides delivering sediment into Sunlight
Creek were fillslopes that failed during the high flow (most likely this past winter). Many of the
landslides appear to be at bends in the creek which may be difficult to mitigate. However, the
largest contributor was an abandoned section of road that is chronically failing into the creek.
This small section of road could be mitigated by recontouring and stabilizing the hillslope.

Table 3: Volume and mass of sediment produced and delivered to streams by landslides.
Location

Cutslope
-Not Road related
-Road related
Fillslope
-Not Road related
-Road related
Hillslope
-Not Road related
-Road related
Total
-Not Road related
-Road related

Count Volume
Volume
Produced delivered
(yd3)
to
streams
(yd3)

Mass
Mass
Average
Produced Delivered Delivery
(Mg)
(Mg)
Rate Over 20
Years
(Mg/yr)

2

55,000

45,000

4,263

3,488

174

1
5

18,000
93,000

18,000
87,400

1,395
7,208

1,395
6,774

70
339

2
1

22,500
4,500

18,000
4,500

1,744
349

1,395
349

70
17

5
6

95,000
97,500

81,000
91,900

7,363
7,557

6,278
7,123

314
356
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Figure 17: Map of landslides in Sunlight Basin.

Road-triggered landslides on 101

Figure 18: Road-associated landslides on 101 road: photo 1 (44.685686, -109.641123); photo 2
(44.658308, -109.701908).
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Figure 19: A two hundred section of an un-mapped, abandoned road actively failing into
Sunlight Creek (44.683819, -109.645080).

Road-Related Gullies
Gully properties, location, and volume were recorded. To distinguish between road-related and
natural gullies, we only mapped a feature as a gully if it occurred below the road drain points,
but were absent on the uphill side of the road. A gully was defined as a linear erosional feature
at least ten feet long and six inches deep.
We observed several natural and road-associated gullies. Road-related gullies were observed
on 12 occasions, totaling 283 yd3 (592 Mg) in volume. Gullies in Sunlight basin were mostly
caused by stream diversions at fords, intermittent streams that crossed the road, or over
steepened fill slopes, rather than long road segments where you might expect a gully at the
drain point. We did not observe many gullies below drainage points. Accordingly, there were
not enough points to calibrate the GRAIP ESI score for estimating vulnerability to gulling.
Table 4: Location, volume, and mass of gullies.
Location

Count

Volume
Produced
(yd3)

Volume
Delivered
(yd3)

Mass
Mass
Produced Delivered
(Mg)
(Mg)

% Sediment
Delivery

Fillslope
6
86
25
179
52
29%
Fillslope and Hillslope
6
275
258
575
540
94%
Total
12
360
283
754
592
78%
*”Fillslope” is when the gully occurs entirely within the fillslope; “Fill and Hill” is when the gully
starts on the fillslope and continues onto the hillslope.
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Figure 20: Map of observed gullies.

Figure 21: Much 104.1E road drains into two large gullies on private property and delivering
sediment into Sunlight Creek; A gully formed when a stream crossing was diverted along the
101.3I Road.
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Stream Crossings
We recorded a total of 44 stream crossings with the majority being fords (Table 3). There were
3 large bridges on road 101 recorded, including on Sunlight Creek, Little Sunlight, and a spring
at the bear gate. There were only 9 stream crossings with culverts. Most stream crossings that
had culverts were agricultural diversions where the flow can most likely be controlled by the
irrigator. Two other culverts were at dry stream crossings and had relatively large culverts, and
two culverts drained stream side channels of larger creeks that had fords.
GRAIP predicted that 11 fords had an increased risk for stream diversion (Figure 22). We
observed several streams that had recently diverted along roads at fords during high flow (most
likely 2017 runoff). However, the GRAIP model does not estimate stream crossing failure risk
for fords, so we did not calculate the stream crossing plug potential, fill at risk, and diversion
potential. While GRAIP did not capture the risk to stream crossings, gullies and other erosion
observed on the road segment are estimated by GRAIP and did identify these hot spots.
Installing broad-based dips or a berm on the road may help prevent future stream diversions.

Table 4: Summary of stream crossings recorded.
Type of Crossing
Ford
Bridge
Culverts:
-Agricultural diversion
-Dry stream channels
-Stream side channels
Total

Number of Stream
Crossings Inventoried
32
3
5
2
2
44
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Figure 22: Map of stream crossings and type.

Figure 23: Map of stream crossings with in increased potential for stream diversion.
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Drain Points
There were 552 drain points observed in the Sunlight Basin watershed, with 129 drain points
delivering sediment to stream channels (Table 2). The GRAIP model predicts that these points
delivered 303,678 kg/yr, or about 28% of the 1,103,252 kg/yr generated on road surfaces is
being delivered to streams. The majority of drain points were non-engineered drains where
water followed the easiest path off of the road, but several other drain types were observed
including diffuse drains, ditch-relief culverts, lead-off ditches, stream crossings, sumps, water
bars, and swale crossings. Stream crossing drain points delivered the most sediment to streams
at 142,537 kg/yr, followed by non-engineered drains and water bars (Figure 2).
Table 5. Summary of sediment production and delivery at drain points.
Drain Type

Coun
t

Total
Sediment
Production
(kg/yr)

Total
Sedimen
t
Delivery
(kg/yr)

Diffuse Drain

42

143,435

2,614

%
Sediment
produced
that is
delivered
to
stream
2%

Length of
Road
Connecte
d (m)

% Length
of Road
Connecte
d to
Stream

276

4%

Ditch Relief Culvert

52

26,071

365

1%

121

2%

Lead Off Ditch

13

14,018

0

0%

0

0%

Non- Engineered
Drain
Stream Crossing

267

561,593

113,599

20%

6,827

26%

44

142,537

142,537

100%

7,741

100%

Sump

87

130,621

0

0%

0

0%

Water Bar

22

81,029

44,404

55%

850

59%

Swale Crossing

25

3,948

159

4%

141

9%

All drains

552

1,103,252

303,678

28%

15,957

25%

*ELength was used to calculate the length of road connected to stream. It is the effective length
of road that was draining to a particular drain point. If a road segment has two distinct flow
paths assigned to different drain points, the ELength for that drain point will be equal to one
half of the total length of the corresponding road segment.
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Figure 24: Distribution of total sediment delivered to drain type.

Drain Point Problems
At each drain point, we assessed the condition of the drain feature and if there are any
problems. The GRAIP protocol defines culverts to be in poor condition if they have more than
20% occlusion of the inlet by sediment, substantial inlet crushing, significant rust, or flow
around the pipe. Lead off ditches are considered problematic if they have excess deposition or
are gullied. Non-engineered features are almost always a problem due to a blocked ditch, a
gully, a broken outside berm, or a diverted wheel track. Stream crossings are considered a
problem if they are blocked by sediment or wood, crushed or rusted significantly, incising,
scouring or losing much water from flow around the pipe. Sumps are a problem if they pond
water on the road surface or cause fill saturation. Water bars that are damaged, undersized, or
do not drain properly are defined as problematic. Diffuse drains (outsloped roads) are rarely
observed to have drain point problems.
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Table 6: Drain Point Condition
Type

Count

Number with
Problems

% Problematic

Diffuse Drain

42

0

0

Ditch Relief Culvert

52

37

71%

Lead Off Ditch

13

5

38%

Non- Engineered Drain

267

236

88%

Stream Crossing

44

5

11%

Sump

87

63

72%

Water Bar

22

13

59%

Swale Crossing

25

11

44%

All drains

552

370

67%

Figure 25: Culverts are defined to be in poor condition if they have more than 20% occlusion of
the inlet by sediment, or substantial inlet crushing.
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Quality Control and Oversight
Quality control and oversight are essential when collecting large quantities of precise data.
There are several ways we ensured high quality data was collected. Most importantly, our crew
was trained on the GRAIP protocol from developers at the Rocky Mountain Research Station
Boise Aquatic Sciences Laboratory. Both our Road and Transportation Specialist, Adam
Switalski, and our GIS Analyst have taken the GRAIP training.
Prior to an inventory, we obtained the most recent road and GIS data to ensure we were not
missing any roads. We used Trimble Juno field data collection devices which have high
precision, and we ensured that we collected and adequate number of satellites for precise
locations. We collected data systematically first sampling the main 101 road and then all the
branches.
Data was downloaded and reviewed immediately after returning from each trip. Brandon Zook,
our GIS Analyst and Field Technician, transferred the field data into shapefiles using TerraSync
and pre-processed the data for analysis. Our Road and Transportation Specialist reviewed and
edited the data after the GIS Analyst. Within the first 15 days of our first field trip, we provided
a cleaned version of the GIS data to the COR for several roads. The data was reviewed and
approved by the COR.
We worked with Nathan Nelson from the Rocky Mountain Research Station (RMRS) who ran
the GRAIP model. After the first run, we reviewed and further edited the data set. Nathan reran the model a second time with the additional edits. Nathan and Tom Black (RMRS) helped
address any questions we had interpreting the results. Finally, Tom Black reviewed our report.
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